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Abstract
In this paper, the generation of a chaotic carrier by Lorenz model
is theoretically studied. The encoding techniques has been used is
chaos masking of sinusoidal signal (massage), an optical chaotic
communications system for different receiver configurations is
evaluated. It is proved that chaotic carriers allow the successful
encoding and decoding of messages. Focusing on the effect of
changing the initial conditions of the states of our dynamical system
e.i changing the values (x, y, z, x1, y1, and z1).
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تامين االتصاالت بواسطة االشارات الفوضوية الحاملة باستخدام نموذج لورنز
 دينا احمد كافي،رائد كامل جمال
 العراق، بغداد، جامعة بغداد، كلية العلوم،قسم الفيزياء
الخالصة
 تقنية التشفير المستخدمة. توليد الحامالت الفوضوية بواسطة نموذج لورنز تم دراسته نظريا،في ھذا البحث
 انظمة االتصاالت الفوضويه البصرية لمتسقبالت مختلفة،(ھي اخفاء الفوضى )الشواش( ألشارة جيبية )الرسالة
 بالتركيز على. انھا اثبتت ذلك الحامالت الفوضوية السماح بنجاح تشفير وفك التشفير للرسائل المستلمة.تم تقييمھا
.(z1  وy1 ،x1 ،z ،y ،x)  ھذا يعني تغيير قيم،تاثير تغيير الشروط االبتدائية لحاالت النظام الديناميكي المستخدم
decoding. For attaching the signal to
the
carrier
chaotic
masking,
modulation and translation can be
used[6]. The properties of transmission
and reception of the data as well as the
synchronization of the lasers can be
studied by using a pair of master-slave
lasers. In chaotic masking, message
signal is simply added to the chaotic
signal and is transmitted [7].
Schematic diagram for chaos masking
is shown in Fig.1a. Receiver recovers
the message signal by subtracting
locally generated chaos signal from
received signal as shown in Fig.1b [8].
Chaos communication is an application
of chaos theory which is aimed to
provide security in the transmission of
information
performed
theory

Introduction
The Lorenz system is one of a few
standard oscillators commonly used to
explore chaos [1]. The information can
be on transmitted by masking it into a
chaotic signal, the amplitude of the
message being added to that of the
carrier [2]. Two chaotic systems can be
synchronized when they are properly
coupled [3]. This phenomenon has a
very good application potential in
transmission
coding
[4].
The
transmission is made by using an
emergent wave from a laser as a
chaotic transmitter [5]. The signal is
attached to a carrier wave which is of a
chaotic nature and has much higher
amplitude. This ensures a higher
degree of difficulty in intercepting and
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telecommunicaations techn
nologies. B
By
secuure commuunications, one has to
undderstand thaat the con
ntents of th
the
masssage transm
mitted are increasable
i
to
posssible eavessdroppers [9].
[
In chaaos
com
mmunicationns security (i.e., privaccy)
is bbased on the complex dynam
mic
behaviors provvided by ch
haotic system
m.
In tthe last few
w decades chaos
c
becom
me
veryy interestted field in manny
application: Many
M
reseaarchers weere
awaay of the existence of compl ex
system froom
dynnamics in well-defined
w
the beginning of early 1900s. Hennri
Poinncare (19113), promiinent Frencch
matthematician he was noted thhe
˝sennsitivity to initial con
nditions [100].

Pecora and Carroll
C
(19990) worked
d on
ch
haos synchrronization, in the last two
deecades; varrious schem
mes have been
b
su
uccessfully applied
for
ch
haos
sy
ynchronizattion such ass OGY method
(O
Ott, Grebog
gi and Yorkke, 1990) [11].
[
Liu (2002) proposed aapproaches for
th
he synchron
nization for the chaoticc and
hy
yper chaotic systems iin the literature.
A synchron
nization sccheme for the
ch
haotic systeems in whicch the last state
vaariable of th
he drive sysstem is takeen as
th
he driving scalar
s
signaal and its liinear
feeedback gaiin is a funcction of the free
and
the
gllobal
paarameter
sy
ynchronizattion is attaiined by sim
mple
lin
near output feedback eerror [12].

(a)

(b)
Fig.1: (a
a) Transmittter setup, (b)) Receiver seetup [13].

Thee dynamicaal model
T
The three Lorenz
L
equaations can bbe
solvving it numerically
n
y by usinng

software, as
Berkeley
B
Madonna
M
this
ch
fo
ollowing
in
hart:

Chart (1)
t= 1 to 50
0
σ =10 , R= 30, b=
=8/3(2.66)
xint =0.001, yint=0.01, zint=0.01
dx//dt
x
y
dy/ddt = Rx y x
dz/ddt =
z xy
x1 =0..03, y1=0.01
1, z1=0.01
Fig.22: Flow charrt (1).
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part) in initial conditions in (x1) scale,
moreover the term k*(x1-x) called
synchronization term and the k called
the coupling factor. By changing the
coupling factor value gradually the full
synchronization will obtain. To study
the secure communications the
observably program apply, after adding
message like sinusoidal signal on
transmitter part in y scale for Lorenz
equation. This sinusoidal signal
message is [m (t) =A sin (2πf t)],
where A and f represent the amplitude
and frequency of the message signal
respectively. By this way the chaotic
signal can be used as the carrier signal
and this technique called chaos
masking method. By changing the A
and f values which can be used to
study the significant of system in
carrier signal, where there are
limitation in A and f values.

The first block from this flow chart
Fig.2 represents the time scale of
chaotic signal that generated in system
and it is changeable in any range of
time. Sequentially the second block
represent the parameters values of
Lorenz system that exhibits chaotic
dynamic, where it positive and limited
values. The Lorenz system equations
written in the third block. Finally, the
initial conditions values of the system,
these values are very important to
change chaotic system behavior.
To study the synchronization in
Lorenz model must take two Lorenz
models, as shown in the flow chart (2)
Fig.3 that called (transmitter and
receiver part) and the term k*(x1-x)
add to first equation in x scale for
second Lorenz model, as show, where
the second Lorenz model (receiver
part) different the first one (transmitter

Chart (2)
t= 1 to

t= 1 to 50

Transmitter part

σ =10, R= 30, b=8/3(2.66)
xint =0.01, yint=0.01, zint=0.01
k=1

M (t) = A*sin (2*pi*f*Time)
dx
y x
m t
dt
dy/dt = x(R-z) - y
dz/dt =
z xy

Couplin

x1 =0.01, y1=0.01, z1=0.01

dx
y
x
k x
dt
dy/dt = x (R- ) - y
x y
dz/dt = b

x

x1 =0.02, y1=0.01, z1=0.01
Fig.3: Flow chart (2).

chosen depends strongly on the
magnitude of the temporal scales
defined by three parameters R, σ and b,
depending on initial conditions. To
demonstrate the first property of chaos,

The numerical model results
The modeling approach of chaos
was investigated by programming the
physical model as shown in the flow
chart, where the total simulation time
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i.e.
aperiodicity,
a
numerical
simulation was done using Berkeley
Madonna software of ordinary
differential equations [14]:
dx/dt
x
y
dy/dt = Rx y x
(1)
dz/dt =
z xy

The (FFT) of the chaotic signal has
exponential decay shape and this is one
way to distinguish noise from chaotic
behavior because the (FFT) of noise
has Gaussian distribution. Another nice
property of chaos can be seen by
plotting the variable z versus x of
Lorenz system by numerically
integration, see Fig. 7. The Figure
shape is called the strange attractor,
showing how x and z evolve against
time, as well as demonstrating how a
simple looking deterministic system
could have extremely erratic dynamics
where solution oscillate irregularly,
never exactly repeating but always
remaining in a bounded region of
phase space. The strange attractor is
not a point or a curve or even a
surface, it is a fractal with a fractional
dimension between 2 and 3. The same
behavior, when plot between variable y
versus x, is shown in Fig. 8. These
figures explain the butterfly effect of
the non-linear dynamical system.
The final diagram that shows the
scenario of nonlinear dynamic
behavior of system is bifurcation
diagram, as shown in Fig. 9. A system
transition from one type of behavior to
another depending on the values for
important parameters like (b) value in
Lorenz equation. If (b) value is
changing from 0 to maximum value
2.7 the amplitude of x scale in time
series divide in three parts. The first
one is curve line where b value is
starting from 0 to 0.6 that called
regular oscillation. The second part
called period doubling that is starting
from 0.6 to 0.8. Finally, the chaos
behavior region is starting from 1 to
2.7, where the optimum value to get
chaotic
behavior
at
2.7.

These equations in Lorenz model
describing the fluid motion and heat
flow.
where X, Y, and Z are the states of the
system and σ, R, and b are positive
parameters (where σ is the Prandtl
number, R is the Rayliegh number and
b is a geometric factor), which denote
physical characteristics of air flow.
Typical parameter values that yields
chaotic dynamics are σ= 10, R = 30,
and b = 8/3= (2.66). For these values,
the attractor generated by numerically
integrating Eq. (1). To obtain a
practical circuit design for the Lorenz
system, it is necessary to scale the
system equations.
The numerical simulation procedure to
find the time series of x, y, and z coded
and calculated by the forth order
Runge –Kutta method. The stochastic
parameters are σ =10, R=30, and
b=8/3(2.66),
while
the
initial
conditions are xint =0.01, yint=0.01, and
zint=0.01. The observed intensity
spectra with time for three dynamical
states are shown in Figs.3, 4, and 5,
where the states x, y, and z are
evolving with time periodically.
The irregular behavior is also true
for other variables y and z. The second
property in the definition for Lorenz
system is trivia. The irregular behavior
in the Lorenz system is arising because
of the intrinsic non-linearity of the
system itself rather than the noisy
parameters. The FFT for these
dynamical stats are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4: The intensity of x dynamical state as function of time series when σ =10, R=30, and
b=8/3(2.66) at xint =0.01, yint=0.01, and zint=0.01.
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Fig. 5: The intensity of y dynamical state as function of time series when σ =10, R=30, and
b=8/3(2.66) at xint =0.01, yint=0.01, and zint=0.01.
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Fig. 6: The intensity of z dynamical state as function of time series when σ =10, R=30, and
b=8/3(2.66) at xint =0.01, yint=0.01, and zint=0.01.
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Fig.. 7: The inttensity as fu
unction of ffrequency (FFT)
(F
for x,, y, and z ddynamical states
s
resppectively wheere are thesee states identtical.
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Fig.. 8: Strange attractor off the Lorenz system plottting z againsst x by numeerical integra
ation
of th
he system eqquations with σ =10, R
R=30, and b=
=8/3 (2.66), at xint =0.001, yint=0.01, and
zint=
=0.01.
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Fig.. 9: Strange attractor off the Lorenz ssystem plottiing y againsst x by numeerical integra
ation
of th
he system equations
e
wiith σ =10, α
α=28, and b=8/3(2.66),
b
at xint =0.011, yint=0.01, and
zint=
=0.01.
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T
To exhibt thhe sensistivee dependennce
of system onn initial co
ondition, th
the
simuulation is performed
d a gain as
show
wn in flow
w chart. Two
T
identiccal
systtems (transm
mitted and received) aare
takeen with same parameters bbut
stratting
from
m
differrent
initiial
conditions (neaarly howerv
ver identicaal).
Thee differencee in intital 0.03. Fig. 10
depicats the tim
me series of variable x int
and x1int for two Lorrenz system
ms
(trannsmitted annd reciver). After som
me
periiod, the twoo variables are diverginng
from
m each otther even though th ey

sttarted from identical innitial conditiions.
To check th
he identicall chaotic siignal
beetween thesse two systtems must plot
beetween amplitude of x scale veersus
am
mplitude of x1 scale,, as shown
n in
Fig.11. It shown diffusiion distribu
ution
in
n (x-x1) plaane with grreat accumu
ulate
po
oint in (0, 0)
0 point. SSynchronizaation
in
n chaotic systems
s
occcurs by using
u
sy
ynchronizattion term C
C=k(x1-x) where
w
trransmitted and
a receivedd are conneected
to
o each otherr, Where Fiig. 12 show
w the
seeries plot of variablles x and
d x1
fo
or coupling factor k=155.

Chaos
(No
onperiodic ooscillations))
x
Period ddoubling
Regularr

X
No osccillations
b
Fig. 10: B
Bifurcation diagram.

x andd x1

X
X1

Noormalized Tim
me

Fig.. 11: Time seeries plot off variable x aand x1 of tw
wo similar Lo
orenz system
m starting fro
om a
nearrly identical initial cond
ditions (xint=00.01, and x1iint=0.03).
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x

X1
Fig..12: x vs. x11, of two sim
milar Loren
nz system at xint=0.01, x1
x int=0.03, aand k=0 witthout
syncchronization
n.

It´s shown from
f
Fig.1
12 got fuull
syncchronizationn
betw
ween
thhe
trannsmitter andd receiver system
s
wheere
the coupling faactor was k=
=15.
D
Drawn the attractor for x-x1 of tw
wo
similar Lorennz systems (transmittter

an
nd receiverr), at full ssynchronizaation
(k
k=15) show
w linear reelation betw
ween
th
hem, as sho
own in Fig.. 13, wheree the
sllope of curv
ve was 1.
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0

N
Normalized
d Time
Fig..13: Time seeries plot off variable x and x1 of two similar Lorenz systtem at xint=0.01,
x1intt=0.03, and k=15 (full synchronizat
s
tion).
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a signal from one chaotic (transmitter
system) is being transmitted to another
chaotic (receiver system). This is
analogous to communication systems
where a carrier signal is modulated by
a massage signal prior to transmission.
Therefore, the chaotic signals can be
used as the carrier signal. Using the
chaotic masking method; that is one of
the earlier methods to use chaotic
signal for transmitting a massage
signal. In this scheme, a massage
signal is added i.e., masked to the
output of a chaotic oscillator at the
transmitter side prior to transmission,
as shown in Fig. 14.

Chaotic
signals
in
secure
communication systems
On might feel that since the signal
generated from chaotic system
irregular in nature, therefore, these
types of signals cannot have any
practical application and should be
avoided. However, the properties of
the chaotic signal can in fact be used in
different fields of communication
engineering
particularly;
spread
spectrum applications to achieve
chaotic synchronization, there had to
be some sort of coupling present
between the two chaotic systems. If we
consider unidirectional coupling, then

25
20
15
10

X 5
0
‐5
‐10
‐15
‐20
‐20

‐10

0

X1

10

20

Fig. 14: x vs. x1, of two similar Lorenz system at xint=0.01, x1int=0.03, and k=15 (full
synchronization).

In Fig. 15 with information message
signal m (t) =A sin (2πf), four different
amplitudes A=1, and 11 are studied,
whose frequency 0.13, 0.06 Hz, as
shown in Figs. 15, 17, and 19
respectively. It is represent the
transmitted signal, input and output
sinusoidal signal message, where the
recovered message signal is (green
line) and input massage signal (red
line). Few things are worth mentioning
regarding the implementation of the
chaotic communication system which
will also be helpful in our result. One
point worth pointing out is, the chaotic

signals really broadband, since, the
basic idea was to hide the narrow band
message spectrum within the wide
band of chaotic signals, therefore the
chaotic signals being used as the
carrier should have a wide spectrum.
However, the power spectrum (FFT) of
the output signal from the Lorenz
oscillator illustrate that the spectrum
hardly exceeds beyond 4-5Hz as
shown in Figs. 16, 18, and 20.
Therefore a message signal e.g. a
sinusoidal signal with a frequency of
5Hz after being masked with that
chaotic signal will be easily detected
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from
m the obseerved specctrum of thhe
massked signal.. Also, the power of thhe
masssage signall should be considerabbly
low
wer than thee power off the chaottic
carrrier; otherw
wise oncee again th
the
messsage signal will be clearly visibble
in tthe spectrum
m, this is illustrated in
FFT
T Figs. 166, 18, and 20. So thhe
funddamental frequency
f
for massag
age
signnal becomees more ev
videntially bby
incrreasing the amplitude of the inpput

massage
m
sign
nal. This rresult led us
u to
co
onclude thaat the specttrum of chaaotic
siignal must be
b larger thhan spectrum
m of
in
nput masssage.
B
By the same
s
ob
bservably manner,
m
wheen changing
g the
in
nput signal frequency
f
ffrom 0.13 Hz
H to
0..06 Hz ob
btain the Fig. 19. The
fu
undamental frequenccy for siignal
massage
m
is evident
e
agaain in this state,
s
so
o the secure comm
munication was
faailed this as shown in FFig. 21.

Fig.. 15: Chaoticc communiccation schem
me based on chaotic
c
maskking.
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Fig. 166: FFT specttrum at [xint=
=0.01, x1int=0.03,
=
k=15, A=1
A and f=00.13Hz].
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d time)
Figg. 17: x, m (t)
(t input and m (t) outputt vs. normaliize time, at xint=0.01, x1inint=0.03, k=15,
A=11 and f=0.13H
Hz.
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R
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Input ma
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Fig. 18: xx, m(t) input and m(t)ou
utput signal vvs. normalizeed time, at xint=0.01, x1iint=0.03, k=1
15, A=11 andd
f=0.13Hz..

F
Frequency (H
Hz)
Fig. 19: FFT spectrrum at [xint=
=0.01, x1int=0
0.03, k=15, A=11
A
and f=
=0.13Hz].
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X, m(t) input, m(t) output

X, x1
Reco
overed signaal
Inp
put massagge

Normalized
d time

X – intensity (ar. unt)

F
Fig. 20: x, m (t) input and
d m (t) outpu
ut signal vs. normalized time at xint=
=0.01, x1int=0.03,
=
k=15, A=11 and
a f=0.06 Hz.
H

Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 211: FFT spectrum at xint=
=0.01, x1int=0
0.03, k=15, A=11
A
and f=
=0.06 Hz.

sp
pectrum of the informaation signall had
beetter be as
a indistingguishable from
f
th
hese of the neighboring
n
g frequenciees of
th
he masking variable aas possible, that
iss "almost hidden" in th
the spectrum
m of
th
he transmitteed signal.
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